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Article info:  
In this paper, the effect of boundary layer excitation on increasing the heat 

transfer coefficient of water/carbon nanotube (CNT) nanofluid and 

water/aluminum oxide (Al2O3) nanoparticles has been investigated. The 

turbulent flow equations inside the pipe with RNG K-ε turbulence model are 

solved employing fluent software. The results show that the use of 

water/CNT nanofluid significantly increases the heat transfer coefficient of 

convection. There is no such increase for water-aluminum oxide 

nanoparticles. If the volumetric percentage of carbon nanotube increases, the 

rate of increase in the heat transfer coefficient and the flow pressure drop 

will increase. Therefore, the use of water/CNT nanofluid with lower 

volumetric percentages is better for improving the convective heat transfer. 

Also, by placing the barrier on the inner wall of the tube and stimulating the 

boundary layer, the heat transfer coefficient and then thereafter increases in 

the excitement area. In the present study, the use of three obstacles behind 

each other has increased the average heat transfer coefficient by 16.7%. 
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1. Introduction  

 
To economically save and optimize systems 

used in industries such as electronic and space 

industries, it is necessary to design and produce 

small dimensional heat exchangers, lightweight 

and high efficiency. There are several ways to 

increase the heat transfer in this kind of 

equipment. The use of nanofluids, which is a 

mixture of solid particles with nano dimensions 

in the operating fluid, is considered one of the 

newest and advanced methods for increasing the 

thermal conductivity of conventional fluids. 
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Another method is to put an obstacle in the flow 

path, which reduces the heat transfer rate by 

reducing the thickness of the heat boundary 

layer, mixing the flow and, increasing the heat 

transfer rate. 

Laboratory studies have shown that nanofluids 

not only increase the thermal conductivity but 

also increase the convection heat transfer 

coefficient compared to the base fluid [1-2]. In 

addition to the laminar flow [3-5] laboratory 

review, some researchers have investigated the 

laboratory turbulent flows of nanofluids [6-9]. 

In addition to laboratory studies, some have 

studied the theory and numerical simulation of 

the flow and heat transfer of nanofluids in a 

laminar flow [10] and a turbulent flow [11]. Few 

studies have been carried out on the simulation 

of the turbulent flow of nanofluids. Namburu et 

al. [12] simulated a turbulent convection for 

three different nanofluids of CuO, Al2O3 and 

SiO2 nanoparticles in a mixture of water and 

ethylene glycol. In this simulation, the 

turbulence model of RNG K-ε has been used for 

a turbulent flow inside a fixed heat flux pipe. The 

results showed that nanofluids containing CuO 

nanoparticles increased the heat transfer. Lotfi et 

al. [13-15] used the k-ε model to simulate the 

shifting of the water/Al2O3 nanofluid, inside a 

pipe, with static thermal flux conditions. They 

showed that nanofluid increases the Nusselt 

number and decreases the wall temperature. 

Some researchers have examined the effects of 

radiation on the heat transfer of nanofluid [16-

18]. 

In numerical simulations of nanofluids, there are 

two methods for the modeling of governing 

equations. In some references,  the nanofluid is a 

logical fluid. In this case, the nanofluid is 

considered as a two-phase mixture, and two solid 

and liquid phases are analyzed individually. But 

most researchers  assume that the solid and base 

fluid nanoparticles are in equilibrium with heat 

and speed, considering the nanofluid as a single-

phase environment. The assumption of a single-

phase environment depends on the very small 

size of the nanoparticles and their very low 

volume fraction in the normal nanofluid, and all 

the equations governing the ordinary fluid for the 

nanofluid are also present. In this case, the effect 

of the nanoparticles in the fluid is chosen by 

selecting the proper effective properties for the 

nanofluid in the governing equations. This 

single-phase modeling is simpler than the two 

phases and is faster in terms of computing time. 

heat transfer improve when the hybrid-

nanofluid is employed rather than ordinary 

nanofluid [19,20]. the working nanofluid 

was Al2O3-water which its characteristics 

have been obtaind by khanafer and Vafaei 

model [21] which is a variable properties 

model. 

Heat transfer characteristics of copper 

nanofluids with and without acoustic 

cavitation were studied experimentally, the 

results showed that the copper nanoparticles 

and acoustic cavitation had profound and 

significant influence on heat transport in the 

fluid [22,23]. 

Also an investigation on Convective Heat 

Transfer in Elliptical Pipes showed that 95% 

of the increase in the Nusselt number to the 

circular cylinder is related to 

an aspect ratio equal to 18.36. and carbon 

nanotubes reduce the damaged area, Skin 

friction coefficient and local Nusselt number 

can be reduced by magnetic field parameter 

and they can be enhanced by increasing the 

aligned angle[24-26]. 
The heat transfer phenomenon is very important 

in heat exchangers and in most heat exchangers 

it is used from pipe. Therefore, the geometry of 

the studied tube is chosen in this study. 

  In the present study, the heat transfer of 

convection in a turbulent flow of nanofluids 

passing through a tube without excitation of the 

boundary layer and along with the excitation of 

the boundary layer has been studied. Nanofluids 

used include cylindrical nanoparticles of carbon 

called carbon nanotubes (CNT), as well as 

aluminum oxide nanoparticles (Al2O3) in water 

base fluid. The turbulent flow equations with 

RNG K-ε turbulence model are solved 

employing fluent software. Also, this study l 

show that In order to reduce the heat transfer 

surface and reduce the dimensions of heat 

exchangers or to build a small heat exchanger 

with high heat efficiency, it will be necessary to 

increase the transfer heat transfer coefficient. 
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Stimulation of the boundary layer and the use of 

appropriate nanofluids can be used as an 

effective method to increase the thermal 

efficiency in such cases. 

 
2. Flow modeling and heat transfer of 
nanofluids 
 
In this research, the turbulent flow of water/CNT 

nanofluid and water/Al2O3 nanofluid with 

different percentages of nanoparticles passing 

through a tube has been investigated the effect of 

nanoparticles has been entered by correction of 

effective properties into equations. These 

characteristics are: density, thermal capacity, 

dynamic viscosity, thermal conductivity 

coefficient as determined below. 

 
2.1. Density 
 

 According to a review of existing reports, the 

density of nanofluids is calculated with the help 

of a classic model of mixture of two liquid-solid 

phases. 

 

                                        (1) 

 

In this equation, ρ and  represent the density 

and volumetric fraction of nanoparticles, 

respectively and the subscripts f, p, and e 

indicate the properties of base fluid, 

nanoparticle, and nanofluid. 

 
2.2. Heat capacity 
 

 Most researchers apply the following equation 

to the heat capacity of nanofluids. 

 

𝐶𝑝𝑒(∅, 𝑇) =

(1 − ∅) (𝜌(𝑇)𝐶𝑝(𝑇))
𝑓
+ ∅(𝜌𝐶𝑝)𝜌

(1 − ∅)𝜌𝑓(𝑇) + ∅𝜌𝑝
 (2) 

 

 
2.3. Dynamic viscosity 

 
 The existing classical models are not capable of 

predicting the dynamic viscosity of nanofluids. 

For this reason, the dynamic viscosity of 

nanofluids used in this study has been obtained 

by fitting the bend on the available experimental 

results. With the fitting of the bend on the data, 

the following equation is obtained for the 

dynamic viscosity of the water/Al2O3 nanofluid. 

 

(3) 

 

The fitting of the bend on the data [27] suggests 

the following equation for the dynamic viscosity 

of water/CNT nanofluid. 

  
 (4) 

 
 
2.4 Thermal conductivity coefficient 

 
The thermal conductivity coefficient used in this 

study, presented in [27], is based on the 

nanolayer model around the nanoparticles. In 

above reference, different models for spherical 

and cylindrical nanoparticles are presented. 

According to these models, the thermal 

conductivity coefficient for nanoparticles 

containing spherical nanoparticles, such as 

Al2O3, is: 

 

ke=[(kp-kl)∅kl(2γ1
3-

γ3+1)(kp+2kl)γ1
3(∅γ3kl-

kf)+kf)],×[γ1
3(kp+2kl)-(kp-

ki),∅(γ1
3+γ3-1]-1 

(5) 

 

For thermal conductivity, nanofluids containing 

cylindrical nanoparticles such as CNT are: 

 

= [(𝑘𝑝 − 𝑘𝑙)∅𝑘𝑙(2𝛾1
2 − 𝛾2 + 1) 

(𝑘𝑝 + 𝑘𝑙)𝛾1
2(∅𝛾2(𝑘𝑙 − 𝑘𝑓) + 𝑘𝑓)] 

× [𝛾1
2(𝑘𝑝 + 𝑘𝑙) − (𝑘𝑝 − 𝑘𝑙),∅(𝛾1

2 + 𝛾2

− 1]−1 

 

 

(6) 

 

 

 

 

In these equations, Kp, Kf, and Kl are the thermal 

conductivity of the nanoparticle, the base fluid 

and the nanolayer, respectively. The parameters 

1and are defined as follows. 
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Where "a" is the radius of the sphere or cylinder 

and "h" is the thickness of the nanolayer. In the 

above equations, the properties of base fluid and 

nanoparticles are known. The only unknown 

factor is the thermal conductivity of the 

nanolayer (k1) and the thickness of the nanolayer 

(h). According to [28], the value of nanolayer 

thickness for spherical Al2O3 particles is 1nm 

and for CNT cylindrical particles is 2nm. The 

thermal conductivity of the nanolayer is obtained 

from compliance with laboratory results. Thus, 

the nanotube thermal conductivity coefficient for 

spherical Al2O3 particles with a diameter of 30 

nm is obtained according to reference laboratory 

data [29-31] equal to K1 = 1.5Kf . Similarly, for 

CNT cylindrical particles with a diameter of 

15nm and a length of 30μm, the thermal 

conductivity of the nanolayer is equal to K1 = 

555Kf. 

 
3. Numerical solution of flow equations 

 

In this paper, incompressible turbulent flow 

equations inside a pipe are solved by using the k-

ε two-state turbulence model by means of the 

fluent software. To reduce the computational 

volume and use a smaller number of 

computational cells, a quarter of the tube is 

modeled. For this purpose, according to Fig.1(a) 

and Fig.1(b), a highly regulated network is 

created using four-sided cells. 

In order to stimulate the boundary layer and 

create turbulence in the flow of fluid, various 

barriers are installed inside the pipe. Barriers are 

at a distance of 40 cm from the entrance to the 

pipe. The barriers are used in the form of donuts 

with circle and triangle sections. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1(a). Tube geometry and networking solution 
environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1(b). Computational grid on symmetry plane 
(The network adjacent to the wall) 

 

In Fig. 2, two barriers used is shown. In this 

figure, a distance of 7 cm from the tube where 

barriers are located are shown. First, the initial 

part of the tube, which has no barrier, is solved 

separately and its results are solved using the 

profiles of velocity, temperature, and turbulence 

intensity to the input of this part of the pipe 

which has a barrier. This technique has been 

used to reduce the solving time. Also, using this 

technique can consider more obstacles with less 

computational cost. 

 

 
 

a

h
+=1
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Fig. 2. Barriers used to stimulate flow in the pipe, a) 

a barrier with a triangular cross section, b) a barrier 

with a circular cross section. 

 

Due to the huge importance of calculating 

gradients near the pipe wall, networking is in the 

vicinity of the pipe wall. In order to validate the 

numerical solution and investigate the effect of 

the computational network on the solution 

results, the Nusselt number is used. The Nusselt 

number is obtained from the Dittus-Boelter 

equation in a completely developed flow within 

the pipe. 

 

𝑁𝑢𝐷 = 0.023𝑅𝑒𝐷
4 5⁄ 𝑃𝑟0.3 

 

(8) 

Where ReD is the Reynolds number and Pr is 

Prandtl number. In order to compare the 

simulation results with the Nusselt number 

obtained from the above equation, the pipe 

length should be considered sufficiently long. 

The developmental length in the turbulent flow 

inside the tube (L) is obtained from the following 

equation. 
𝐿

𝐷
= 4.4𝑅𝑒𝐷

1 6⁄
 

 
(9) 

In order to validate the numerical solution and to 

check the independence of the results from the 

computational network, a flow of air at a speed 

of 8 m/s and a temperature of 350 k inside the 

pipe with diameter of 19 mm (3/4 inches)  is 

considered (The tube wall temperature is 

considered to be 273k) some characteristics are 

as Table 1. By calculating the Reynolds and 

Pranlet number for air flow and using equations 

8 and 9, the Nusselt number and the 

developmental length of the flow are 34.4 and 

0.39 m, respectively. Therefore, in the numerical 

solution, the length of the pipe is 39 cm. In Fig. 

3, the distribution of Nusselt number is presented 

in terms of pipe length for a network of different 

sizes. The height of the first computational cell 

adjacent to the pipe wall for each computational 

network is specified in this figure. In addition, 

the value of the Nusselt number in the fully 

developed state is also specified.  

As can be seen, by shrinking the first 

computational cell adjacent to the tube wall, the 

Nusselt number gets nearer and closer to the 

Nusselt number at the end of the pipe, as far as 

0.1 mm in size, with an error less than 3% 

overlap. In this case, the error rate of the Nusselt 

number compared to the value obtained from the 

Dittus-Boetler equation is less than 2.2%. 

Therefore, the size of the cells in the computing 

network is 0.1 millimeters to continue the work. 
Therefore, the results of Nusselt number with 

scales of 0.1 and 0.2 show that there is a small 

computational error so that in this case the 

calculations of Nusselt number can be 

considered independent of the mesh. 

Table 1. Geometric characteristics and boundary 

conditions 
Quantity Value 

Pipe diameter 19 mm 

length of the pipe 39 cm 

Intake air velocity 8 m/s 

Inlet air temperature 350 K 

Tube wall temperature 273 K 

 

Fig. 3 is used to select the appropriate mesh 

network size. For this purpose, the NuD number 

in the fully developed flow of the tube is 

calculated in the developmental length (L) and 

its values are 34.4 and 39 cm, respectively. Then 

for a pipe with length 39 cm in numerical method 

and for a grid of different sizes, the Nusselt 

number of the pipe is calculated from the 

beginning of the tube to the end in different 

lengths. Finally, the value obtained at the end of 

the pipe (39 cm long, Fully Developed Flow) is 

compared in two ways, as described in the 

following Table 2. 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of nusselt number of tube wall 
according to pipe length in different networks. 
 

 

Table 2. The error value of the nusselt number 

compared to the value obtained from the dittus-

boetler relationship. 
Percentage 

error 

The size of the first cell adjacent to the 

tube wall 

16.5 1 mm 

11.1 0.5 mm 

4.1 0.2 mm 

2.2 0.1 mm 

Accordingly, the size of the network is 0.1 mm, 

and the rest of the calculations are done with this 

size. 

 

3.1. Validation model 

 
To predict the increase in surface heat transfer 

during the use of nanofluids, both numerical and 

experimental methods have been used. As shown 

in Fig. 4, in both methods, with the increase in 

the percentage of carbon nanotubes in water, the 

ratio of the surface heat transfer coefficient of 

nanofluid (SHTC) to the surface heat transfer 

coefficient of pure water (SHTCp) increases. 

This increase rate is reduced by increasing the 

percentage of nanoparticles as with increasing 

nanotube percentage from 0.8 to 1%, the 

increase in heat transfer coefficient does not 

change much. On the other hand, by increasing 

the CNT concentration, the difference between 

numerical and experimental results increases. 

This can be related to the type of simulation and 

the use of a single-phase environment for a 

nanofluid and the assumption of thermal and 

velocity equilibrium between solid and base 

fluid nanoparticles. In fact, single phase 

modeling simplifies computation rather than two 

phases and accelerates the calculation time, but 

causes a slight difference between numerical and 

experimental results, especially in high 

concentration of the nanoparticles.(Fig. 4) 

 

 

 
Fig. 4. Changes in the ratio of the surface heat transfer 

coefficient of nanofluid (SHTC) to surface heat 

transfer coefficient of pure water (SHTCp) for 

different CNTs concentrations by numerical and 

experimental models. 

 

 

4. Results and discussion 

 
4.1 The effect of the boundary layer excitation on 
fluid dynamics and heat transfer coefficient.  
 
After ensuring the correctness of the numerical 

solution and choosing the appropriate network 

size, the turbulent flow equations in the pipe are 

solved for pure water at an input speed of 2 m / s 

and a temperature of 350 k. The tube wall 

temperature is considered to be 273 Kelvin. To 

stimulate the boundary layer and create 

turbulence in the flow of fluid, two different 

barriers are used, one with a circle cross section, 

and the other a triangle that is used in the form 

of donuts inside the pipe. First, the equations in 

the elementary part of the tube without an 

obstacle are solved separately, and the results are 

presented for the speed, temperature, and 

turbulence profiles of the pipe entrance which 

has an obstacle. This technique has been used to 

reduce the solving time. Also, using this 

technique, one can consider more obstacles with 

less computational cost. In Figs. 5 and 6, the 

distribution of the velocity around the barrier 

with a circular and triangular cross section is 

shown. The flow direction is from the right to the 
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left. As can be seen, a jet has been created from 

the fluid in the vicinity of the barrier and a long 

vortex in the back of the barrier. The maximum 

speed has reached more than four meters per 

second. The triangular barrier, in comparison to 

the circular barrier, guides the flow better to the 

wall of the pipe, and the length of the fluid jet 

created is louder, but the maximum velocity is 

less than the circular barrier. Increasing the 

velocity of the fluid in the vicinity of the wall 

reduces the thickness of the boundary layer and 

increases the gradient and increases the shear 

stress of the wall and the pressure drop. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of the velocity around the 
obstacle with a circular cross section on the symmetry 
plate. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Distribution of the velocity around the 

obstacle with a triangular cross section on the 

symmetry plate. 

 

In Fig. 7, the distribution of the heat transfer 

coefficient of convection of the tube wall is 

shown in two states of circular barrier and 

triangular barrier. In both barriers, the heat 

transfer coefficient increases significantly with 

the arrival of the fluid. By passing the fluid 

through the barrier, the heat transfer coefficient 

gradually decreases[32,33]. As can be seen, an 

increase in the heat transfer coefficient of the 

tube wall in the area around the barrier 

(excitation zone) in the case of a barrier with a 

triangular cross section is more than the circular 

barrier. 

 
Fig. 7. Comparison of the distribution of the 
convection heat transfer coefficient in terms of pipe 
length of the circular and triangular barrier. 

 

When facing, the flow is created through barriers 

of a jet in the vicinity of the pipe wall and a 

vortex on the back of the barrier. Increasing fluid 

velocity in the vicinity of the wall reduces the 

thickness of the boundary layer and increases the 

shear stress of the wall. For this reason, the use 

of the barrier while increasing the heat transfer 

coefficient also increases the pressure drop. For 

a slightly better comparison, in Table 3, the 

average value of the heat transfer coefficient of 

the tube wall and the flow pressure drop in 

unobstructed state with two barriers are 

compared. The comparison of the numbers in 

Table 3 shows that the triangular barrier 

increases the heat transfer coefficient more than 

the other two, but instead, a higher pressure drop 

will flow. 

 
Table  3. Pressure drop and heat transfer coefficient 

in three different conditions. 

Pressure 

drop(Pa) 

Average heat 

transfer 

coefficient 

)W/m2K( 

Type of tube 

203 8851 Unobstructed tube 

1782 10150 
Barrier with circular 

cross section 

3424 11462 
Barrier with triangular 

cross section 

 
4.2 Use of nanofluid with excitation of the 
boundary layer 
 
In order to investigate the effect of different 

nanofluids on the increase of heat transfer and 

pressure drop, nanofluids with different percentages  
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Table  4.  Properties of nanoparticles and different nanofluids used. 

Material 
𝜌 

Kg/m3 
𝐶𝑝J/(kg.k) 

𝜇 
(pa.s) 

𝐾 

w/(m.k) 
Pr 

Al2O3 3970 765 - 36 - 

CNT 2600 425 - 3000 - 

Water 1000 4183 0.85×10-3 0.6 5.93 

Water / 

Al2O3 

1% 1029.7 4051 0.92×10-3 0.62 6.07 

4% 1119 3698 1.26×10-3 0.67 7 

Water / CNT 

0.08% 1001 4175 0.85×10-3 0.72 4.93 

0.5% 1008 4134 0.87×10-3 3.7 0.97 

1% 1016 4087 1.1×10-3 7.84 0.61 

of carbon nanotubes and aluminum oxide 

nanoparticles have been used. Table 4 describes 

the properties of the base fluid along with the 

various nanoparticles and nanofluids used. 

 

As shown in Table 4, the conductivity 

coefficient of carbon nanotubes is far more 

than that of aluminum oxide nanoparticles. By 

adding these materials to the water, all the 

thermo-physical properties of the water are 

changed. The addition of carbon nanotubes to 

water has a steady increase in thermal 

conductivity, and it is expected that the 

transmission coefficient will also increase 

significantly . 

In Fig. 8, the thermal transfer coefficient of the 

tube wall is shown in terms of length for pure 

water and water/CNT nanofluids with different 

percentages. As expected, increasing the 

percentage of carbon nanotubes in the water 

increases the convection heat transfer 

coefficient. 

Due to the formation of a vortex in the back of 

the barrier, a second partial maximum point is 

generated in the heat transfer coefficient graph, 

which increases its rate by increasing the 

percentage of carbon nanotubes. 

 

 

Fig. 8. Distribution of the heat transfer coefficient 

of tube wall for water/CNT nanofluids with 

different percentages. 

 

In Fig. 9, the distribution of the convection 

heat transfer coefficient of the tube wall is 

compared to the pure water for water/AL2O3 

nanofluid. As can be seen, the heat transfer 

coefficient of the wall is slightly increased 

compared to water, but this increase is 

negligible compared to  water/CNT nanofluid. 

Therefore, the use of this nanofluid does not 

significantly change the heat transfer 

coefficient of the tube wall. The main reason 

for this subject can be related to coefficient of 

the low thermal conductivity of aluminum 

oxide nanoparticles compared to carbon 

nanotubes. 

 
Fig.  9. Distribution of the heat transfer coefficient 

of the wall according to the pipe length for 

water/AL2O3  nanofluid.  

 

In Fig. 10, the shear stress distribution of the 

pipe wall for pure water and water/CNT 

nanofluid with different percentages of 

nanotubes and in Fig. 11, the distribution of 

shear stresses for pure water and water/AL2O3 

nanofluid, are shown. As can be seen, the shear 

stress of the tube wall for 4% water/AL2O3 
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nanofluid is maximum. Despite the fact that 

water/AL2O3 nanofluid do not increase the  

value of the heat transfer to the wall, greatly 

increases the shear stress of the wall, resulting 

in lowering the pressure of the flow, and 

therefore their use does not seem appropriate. 

 

 
Fig. 10. Shear stress distribution of tube wall for pure water 

and water/CNT nanofluid with different percentages. 

 

 
Fig.  11. Shear stress distribution of tube wall for 

pure water and water/AL2O3 nanofluid with 

different percentages. 

 

In Fig. 12, the average heat transfer coefficient 

of the tube wall as well as the value of the 

pressure drop in water/CNT nanofluid is drawn 

as a percentage of carbon nano tube (CNT). As 

can be seen, both graphs have an ascending 

trend, but with increasing CNT percentages 

from 0.5% to 1%, the pressure drop has 

increased sharply while the heat transfer 

coefficient has not increased significantly. 

Therefore, the use of this nanofluid with a low 

volumetric CNT content is more suitable for 

better heat transfer. 

 

 
Fig.  12. The average heat transfer coefficient of the 

wall and the pressure drop in water/CNT nanofluid 

with different percentages. 

 

In Figs. 13 and 14, the distribution of the 

velocity of the fluid in the two-plate symmetry 

and the distribution of the heat transfer 

coefficient of the wall are shown in terms of 

length of the pipe in the presence of three 

barriers of the shape of the donut with a 

circular cross section. As can be seen, the 

velocity of the fluid increases through each 

barrier and then decreases again. Increasing 

the flow velocity at the distance between the 

barrier and the tube wall and causing the jet to 

form a fluid in that area greatly increases the 

heat transfer coefficient of the pipe wall, so 

that the heat transfer coefficient in the vicinity 

of all three obstacles has increased sharply.  

 
Fig. 13. Distribution of velocity in symmetry 
plates. 
 

The intensity of excitement decreases in the 

first and further obstacles, and with the 

progression along the tube, the intensity of 

excitation is reduced by obstacles. Before each 

obstacle due to the stagnation point created on 

the barrier, the fluid velocity is slightly 

reduced, resulting in a slight reduction in the 

heat transfer coefficient. In sum, the use of 

three continuous barriers in the flow direction 
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the average heat transfer coefficient increased 

by 16.7%. 

 

 
Fig.  14. Distribution of the convection heat transfer 
coefficient in terms of the length of the pipe in the 
presence of three barrel shapes of the donut with a 
circular cross section. 

 

5. Conclusions 

 

In this study, nanofluids containing the 

mixture of carbon nanotube (CNT) in 

cylindrical particles and aluminum oxide 

nanoparticles (Al2O3) in base fluid (water) in 

turbulent flow of the tube in two conditions of 

existence and no barrier have been studied. 

Turbulent flow equations with  RNG K-ε 

turbulence model are solved employing fluent 

software.  

1.  The results show that the use of nanofluid 

containing carbon nanotubes and water alone 

would significantly increase the heat transfer 

coefficient of the tube wall , where there was 

no such increase for aluminum oxide 

nanoparticles and water. 

2.  with the increase in the percentage of carbon 

nanotubes in water, the ratio of the surface 

heat transfer coefficient of the nanofluid 

surface (SHTC) to the pure water surface 

heat transfer coefficient  of  pure water 

(SHTCp) increases. This increase rate is 

reduced by increasing the percentage of 

nanoparticles as with increasing nanotube 

percentage from 0.8 to 1%, the increase in 

heat transfer coefficient does not change 

much. 

3. The shape of the barrier has a significant 

effect on the degree of excitation of the 

boundary layer and the formation of 

turbulence. A comparison of the use of 

triangular and circular barriers shows that 

increase in the heat transfer coefficient of the 

tube wall in the area around the barrier 

(excitation zone) in the case of a barrier with 

a triangular cross section is more than the 

circular barrier. 

4. Increasing fluid velocity in the vicinity of the 

wall reduces the thickness of the boundary 

layer and increases the shear stress of the 

wall. For this reason, the use of the barrier 

while increasing the heat transfer  

coefficient also increases the pressure drop. 
As the velocity of the fluid increases near the 

wall, both the pressure drop and the heat 

transfer coefficient increase. 

5. The increase in the first barrier has been high 

and gradually decreases in the next barriers. 

In the present study, the use of three barrier 

obstacles increased the average convection 

heat transfer coefficient of 16.7%. Also, the 

heat transfer coefficient increases slightly 

and the pressure drop is significant, when 

water/Al2O3 nanofluid is on the contrary. 

6. An increase in the volumetric CNT content 

in water for low percentages causes a rapid 

increase in the heat transfer coefficient and 

partial pressure drop in the flow. However, 

for high percentages, an increase in the CNT 

percentage causes a slight increase in the heat 

transfer coefficient and a rapid increase in the 

pressure drop in the flow. Therefore, the use 

of nanofluid with a low volumetric CNT 

content is more suitable for improving the 

heat transfer. 
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